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To whom it may concern,
On behalf of Schindler Lifts, I would like to thank Andrew and the team at Arkom
Interiors for the recent work undertaken at our national head office.
Our existing workstation and office layout no longer suited our requirements or the
volume of staff required.
We used another supplier to do the first smaller stage and most of my time was
spent running around, chasing up countless issues and solving them for the supplier
rather than continuing with my regular job.
We then contacted Arkom Interiors to seek their advice on how to best utilise the
space that we had on a much larger scale, in order to fit in the appropriate amount of
seats for the projected growth of the business.
Arkom Interiors provided us with a comprehensive and detailed plan, as well as the
appropriate workstation system to use in order to meet our requirements.
Extensive alteration works in a live office environment is challenging with equally
challenging staff. Arkom interiors came up with the detailed construction program
and staging plan, which was carried out over a 10-week program. Arkom’s
experience was obvious with their attention to detail and ability to minimise disruption
to our business activities.
The entire project was carried out seamlessly from day one. With regular updates,
we were informed at all times as to the progress of the project.
I think back and I remember only once Arkom came to us with a minor issue, but
already had 3 alternatives for me to choose from.
It felt like Arkom just came in, did the job. Then came back to advise they had
finished without the stress of me personally managing the project.
By undertaking this project, the business outcome for Schindler has resulted in more
productive staff, with better use of floor space and more collaboration between staff.
Once again, we thank Arkom Interiors for the time and dedication they showed
throughout this project. We would happily recommend Arkom Interiors to any
potential clients.
Yours sincerely
Schindler Lifts Australia Pty. Ltd.

Darrin Corrigan
Schindler Technical Department

